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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the design method of

a WWW-based melody-retrieval system which
takes a sung melody as a search clue and re-
trieves the music title from a music database
of standard MIDI files(SMF) over the Inter-
net. The most important thing in building
a melody-retrieval system on the Internet is
to achieve both high matching accuracy and
quick search. It was, however, quite diffi-
cult to simultaneously fulfill these two condi-
tions since it took long time for the matching
process. We propose the design of a system
which consists of parallel-ized melody-retrieval
servers for building a high performance service
on the Internet.
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Figure 1: A melody-retrieval system on

parallel-ized computers.

1 Introd uction

fulfill two conditions, high matching accuracy
and quick search[9]. The method was quite ef-
fective and it showed that the retrieval time of
the system was 1.2 seconds on average and its
matching accuracy was 70% for 1,200 inputs
against a database which contained more than
26,000 melodies.

Since we had not defined the way to build
such a parallel-ized melody-retrieval systems,
we propose and define the design method in
this paper .

In building a melody retrieval service on the
Internet, it is quite effective to take a user's
sung melody as a search query for retrieving a
music database.

A dp-matching method is one of effective
methods for comparing melody sequences and
previous system [I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8] used it in the
matching process.

It was, however, quite difficult to reduce the
search time by using the dp-matching and pre-
vious systems[I, 2, 7] proposed several index-
ing methods for melody sequences. It was, on
the other hand, difficult to keep high matching
accuracy in using such indexing methods.

We therefore proposed a scalable melody-
retrieval system which is implemented on
parallel-ized computers and simultaneously

2 Melody-Retrieval System

This section describes the overview of a

melody-retrieval system.
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Overview of The Entire System

(I) a system structure with a small database

and with few user accesses.

(C)

www

(2) a system structure with a small database
and with ~-lQt-of user accesses:

(3) a system structure with a large database
and with few user accesses.

(B) (C)

We propose a design of a melody-retrieval sys-
tem which consists of several servers and client
as shown in Fig.l.

The server system has at least one melody-
retrieval server with a music database( C) and
it can be parallel-ized by several servers(A,B)
and it relays query data and the search result
data between servers. This data-relaying en-
ables the system to extend any scale of server
network.

In Fig.l, each melody-retrieval server treats
a matching process which compares a user's in-
put melody with each database melody. It can
also treat a text matching by using music titles
or artist names. The server system returns a
list of music titles for the matching result.

The client system, on the other hand,
records a user's sung melody and the acoustic-
signal of recorded voice is converted to small
melody data and it is transmitted to a server
system as a search clue. The client receives the
music list from the server system and shows it
to the user as a matching result.

c:= www

Design Method of Scalable Sys-
tern Figure 2: Scalable Server System.

To achieve both high matching accuracy and
quick search, we propose to build melody-
retrieval system on parallel-ized computers by
using two types of data-relay servers;

2. Fig.2-(2) shows a structure which consists
of a CGI-server(A) and several melody-
retrieval servers(C). The structure is for a
system with a small database and with a
lot of simultaneous user accesses.

.a CGI-server(A) which relay a user's

query data to one of servers.

.a retrieval management server(B) which

relay a user's query data to all of melody-

retrieval servers.

3. Fig.2-(3) shows a structure which consists
of a retrieval management server(B) and
several melody-retrieval servers(C). The
structure is for a system with a large
database and with few simultaneous user
accesses.

Fig.2 shows images of server structures and
each figure illustrates the following structures.

1. The minimum server structure consists of
a melody-retrieval server(C). and we used
this for our previous system [3, 7] It is for
a system with a small database and with
few simultaneous user accesses(Fig.2-(I)).

4. Fig.l shows the maximum structure which
consists of all of servers (A),(B) and (C).
The structure is for a system with a large
database and with a lot of simultaneous
user accesses.
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2.3 Function of Each Server CGI Server3.1

We describe the function of each server in the

following paragraphs.
This section describes a logic design of a CGI-
server. The main process of a CGI-server is
to relay both a query data and a search result
between a user and a server(B) or a server(C).
A CGI-server has a server list LISTl which
consists of N pairs of a host name( address )
HOST and a port number PORT.

(A) CGI-server

The current CGI-server is implemented by
CGI(Common Gateway Interface) program for
a WWW server. When a CGI-server accepts
a user's query, it sends the query to a re-
trieval management servers(B} or to a melody-
retrieval server(C} and relay the server's mes-
sage to the client.

LIST1={Si li=O,l,...,N-l}
where Si = pair(HOSTi, POR~).

(B) Retrieval Management Server

Each retrieval management server has the
list of melody-retrieval servers to manage. Af-
ter receiving a user's query, it distributes the
query to listed melody-retrieval servers like
broadcasting. Then the retrieval management
server receives ranked music lists as the match-
ing results from each melody-retrieval server
and it sorts all of them in order by the simi-
larity to the user's input melody. The sorted
music list is returned to the user-client.

When a CGI-server accepts a user's query
message Q M , it randomly selects Si from
LISTl and sends QM to a server SEVE~
represented by Si (SERV E~ is one of re-
trieval management servers or melody-retrieval
servers). After receiving a search result mes-
sage RM from SERV E~, the CGI-serverjust
relay it to the user .

When a CGI-server can not connect with
Si, it tries to connect with other si(i # ii)
in LISTl. When there are no servers to con-
nect with, the CGI-server returns an error mes-
sage ERROR to the user. The function of a
S E RV E ~ is assumed to be F Si and it can be
defined by using RM and Q M .

(C) Melody-Retrieval Server
RM = FSi(QM)

Each melody-retrieval server has a database
consisting of SMF. After receiving the user's
query, the server executes a matching process.
It compares the melody sequences of user's
query with sequences for each database melody
by using DP matching and titles of the corre-
sponding melodies are then ranked based on
the distance calculated by the matching pro-
cess. Finally, the server transmits the list
of the ranked song titles to the client as a
matching result. Our current system utilizes
a matching method which was proposed in the

previous paper[3].

The return-message of a CGI-server Fcgi for
Q M is defined as follows.

Fsn(QM), Sn E LIST1.
ERROR: when no SERV ERn

response.

Fcgi(QM) =

This shows that our CGI-server just relay a
user's query to one of SERV ERi and relay
the search result of SERVE~ to the user. It
is quite effective for the Internet services since
the CGI-server plays a role of a load-balancing
server. More over, it hides a host addresses of
servers and prevents users on a network with
malice attacking servers.

3 Server System Design

This section describes designs of each server.
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Retrieval- Management Server smaller value of D(j)k and returns the sorted
music list as the response message for Q M .
The sorted music list mLISTsorted is expressed
as follows.

This section describes a logic design of a

retrieval-management server. A retrieval man-
agement server has a list of melody-retrieval
servers LI ST2 which contains M pairs of a
host name(address) HOST and a port num-
ber PORT. LIST2 is expressed as follows like

LIST1.

mLISTsorted =

{musich h = 0, 1, ..., Ksorted -1 }
where

M'-l
Ksorted = L Kj,

j=O
= pair (Dh, dTEXTh) E mLISTau,

Dh ::;: Dh+l.

LIST2={mrj Ij=O,l,...,M-l}
where mrj = pair{HOSTj,PORTj). muszch

The retrieval management server accepts
user's search query Q M and transmits it to
all the servers listed in LIST2. Each melody-
retrieval server MRj, which is represented by
mrj, returns a music list mLISTj as the search
result. The function of a melody-retrieval
server Fmrj can be expressed as follows.

When no melody-retrieval servers response,
the melody retrieval server returns an error

message ERROR.
The return message of a retrieval manage-

ment server Frms for query QM is therefore
defined as follows.

mLISTj = Fmrj(QM)
mLISTsorted when M' > 0
ERROR: when M' = 0.

Frms(QM) =
Each mLISTj contains Kj pieces of mu-

sic information music(j) which consists of a

matching distance D and the text information
dTEXT.

As having mentioned above, a retrieval man-
agement server manages two or more melody-
retrieval servers. It is effective for the quick
search and the database scalability.

mLISTj = {musiC(j)k
k=O,l,...,Kj-l}

3.3 Melody- Retrieval Server

This section describes a logic design of a

melody-retrieval server. As defined in the pre-
vious section, a melody-retrieval server returns
a music list mLI ST for a user's query Q M .

musiC(j)k = pair(D(j)k, dTEXT(j)k)

mLIST = Fmrs(QM)

A music database DE consists of pieces
of music data which contains a pair of
text information dT EXT and melody data
dMELODY. DE can be expressed by using
its size K as follows.

D(j)k is a dp-matching distance between
music(j)k and QM. A melody similar to user's
input melody has a smaller value of D(j)k .
dT EXT(j)k is the text information such as
music title, artist name, or its genre.

When M' is the number of the sum totals
of servers which response, the retrieval man-

agement server combines all music lists with
one and the combined music list mLI ST all is
expressed as follows.

DE = {datak k=O,l,...,K-l}mLISTall = mLISToUmLISTlU. ..UmLISTM'-l

where
The retrieval management server then sorts

all music(j)k in mLISTall in order with a datak = pair(dTEXTk,dMELODYk).
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where

musick = pair(Dk,dTEXTk), Dk ::5: Dk+l.

As having mentioned above, the musick in the
mLI ST is sorted in order with a smaller value

ofDk'

The dT EXT consists of such as music title,
artist name or its genre and the dMELODY
consists of sequences of relative-pitch and
relative-span value of notes which are calcu-
lated by using SMF. The information is com-
pared with a user's query QM in a matching

process.
QM can consist of both of a text data

qTEXT and a melody data qMELODY. It
can also consist of only a qT EXT or of only a
qMELODY. It can be expressed as follows
(NULL expresses no data of qTEXT or of

qM ELODY).

u ser-Side Client4

{ pair(qTEXT,qMELODY) QM = pair(NULL,qMELODY)

pair(qTEXT,NULL)

In the matching process the qTEXT is as-

sumed that it is a part of dT EXTk and music

candidates of the search result are selected by

using qT EXT .We express a set of the candi-

dates CAN D as follows.

.

2.span of

each note

amplitude

I\..~,~I~ ~1/1t I ~lli'l
time

.+ + 1

.

~
FFT

time

CAND = {datak E DE}

where qT EXT( ~ NU LL ) E dT EXTk

frequency(Hz)

~~

I J~

3.pitch of frequency(Hz)

each frame

! ~Q,.tim

--e -

~

We also define the case that qT EXT is NU LL.

CAND = DE
where qT EXT = NU LL

.

After this text matching process, the
melody-retrieval server compares qMELODY
with each dM ELODYk by using dp-matching.
Dp-matching calculates each distance Dk be-
tween qMELODY and dMELODYk[3].

4.pitch of frequency(Hz)

each note 1 bI;;;;hb ",",

-+--+

Figure 3: Pitch and Span Value Estimation for
Each Note.

Dk = DpMatching(qMELODY,dMELODYk).

where

0.::;: k < K, datak E CAND. This section describes functions of the user-
side client system. Each process of the client
system is shown in the following paragraphs.mLIST is finally defined as follows.

mLIST = {musick 10 ~ k < K,

datak E CAN D}
Recording Voice
In using our system, at first, a user inputs a
melody into a microphone by singing. The
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client allows the user to input from an any part
of a piece of music and to use any key or tempo.
The system assumes each input note begins
with a voiceless consonant and ends with a
vowel {e.g. ta, cha)1[3] and that input sound
is only user's voice. In AID conversion, our
system obtains a user's voice as 8 bits, mono-
phonic recording data of which sampling rate
is 8,000 Hz {Fig.3-1.).

!

User Interface
We developed a client user-interface shown in
Fig. 5. The interface has three buttons for

'recording', 'stop recording' and 'search' and
has a text-box to input part of a artist name
or of a music title.

It also has an area for a graphical feedback
of user's sung melody. Each note of the melody
is represented by a bar .

Span-value Estim~tion for Each Note
To estimate a span-\talue of each note of a in-
put melody, the system utilizes thresholds for
the amplitude of sa~pled voice and detects
start time of each note. The span is defined
as the time-Iength b~tween start times of the
current and the next notes. The span of the
last note is defined as its duration(Fig.3-2.) .

Pitch Detection for Each Frame
Our system then utilizes 512-points hamming
window and FFT (I1'ast Fourier Transforms )
for estimating a pitch-value of each frame
(16msec). In this process, harmonics of fre-
quency domain is used to detect the pitch

value.(Fig.3-3.)

Figure 4: Client Interface.

Pitch-value Estim$.tion for Each Note
The client system then takes the highest pitch-
value of frames appeared in a note span as the
pitch-value of the note.(Fig.3-4.)

Search Result
The search result is a list of music which has a
similar part to a user's input melody. As each
music information, our current system shows a
pair of music title and artist name in a WWW-
browser.

Conversion of Relative-value Sequences

To allow a user to choose free key or free
tempo, each value of pitch and span are con-
verted to relative-values. The relative-pitch is
pitch difference betw~en the adjacent notes in
which a semitone difference is normalized to
the value of 100. Therelative-span value is the
ratio of the span value to its previous value and
is represented by percentage.

utaao'e-

1 M;ckey Mou.e Ma,ch (0)

2 i.D"".t w.nt To SPo;1 The Party (16)

3 G;;(24)

4 H.;;;;",e..I. A w."" Gun (32)

5 whil~ My Guite, Gent~ We... (35)

6 y.;;;'Know My Name (Look Up The Numbe,) (35)

7 S;;~~"'TY Fe.ld. F",ev., (36)

8 H;;.;~y D"".t (40)

9. R;;;;;y Ra"coon (40)

10 G;tii.,. Better (42)
Search Query Transmission
A user can also input not only melody data but
a text query, a part of artist name or of a music
title. The maximum transmission data size of
the query is 1500 byt~s when a user inputs 128
notes.

Figure 5: Search Result.
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5 Experiments and Results 6 Conclusion

We have proposed the design method for
a WWW-based melody-retrieval system on
parallel-ized computers. The method enables
a melody-retrieval system to be parallel-ized
and to achieve both high matching accuracy
and quick search. As the future work, we plan
to design a system which can search not only
SMF but actual music [6, 8]. We also plan to
apply our system over mobile phones.
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